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ABSTRACT

We then apply the underlying techniques in CellScope
to another domain specific problem, mobile phone energy
bug diagnosis, and show that the techniques are general.

An increasing amount of mobile analytics is performed on
data that is procured in a real-time fashion to make real-time
decisions. Such tasks include simple reporting on streams
to sophisticated model building. However, the practicality
of these analyses are impeded in several domains because
they are faced with a fundamental trade-off between data
collection latency and analysis accuracy.
In this paper, we first study this trade-off in the context
of a specific domain, Cellular Radio Access Networks (RAN).
We find that the trade-off can be resolved using two broad,
general techniques: intelligent data grouping and task formulations that leverage domain characteristics. Based on
this, we present CellScope, a system that applies a domain
specific formulation and application of Multi-task Learning
(MTL) to RAN performance analysis. It uses three techniques:
feature engineering to transform raw data into effective features, a PCA inspired similarity metric to group data from
geographically nearby base stations sharing performance
commonalities, and a hybrid online-offline model for efficient model updates. Our evaluation shows that CellScope’s
accuracy improvements over direct application of ML range
from 2.5× to 4.4× while reducing the model update overhead
by up to 4.8×. We have also used CellScope to analyze an
LTE network of over 2 million subscribers, where it reduced
troubleshooting efforts by several magnitudes.
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INTRODUCTION

Mobile data science and analytics has gained popularity in
the recent past, with applications in diverse domains such
as cellular networks [25], Internet-of-Things and machineto-machine communication. Increasingly, the trend in such
analyses has moved towards tasks that operate on data that
is procured in a real-time fashion to produce low-latency
decisions. Unlike traditional tasks such as aggregates or datacubes, these real-time analytic tasks often involve model
building and refinement for the purpose of manual or automatic decision making. However, such analyses are faced
with a fundamental trade-off between having not enough
data to build accurate-enough models in short timespans and
waiting to collect enough data that entails stale results in several domains. In this paper, we seek to answer the question
of whether it is possible to mitigate this trade-off. Towards
this goal, we take the first step and investigate this trade-off
in detail, expose the effects of it, and build techniques to mitigate it in one such domain-specific problem: performance
diagnostics in cellular Radio Access Networks (RAN)s.
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While RAN technologies have seen tremendous improvements over the past decade [41, 42, 46], performance problems are still prevalent [44]. Factors impacting RAN performance include user mobility, skewed traffic pattern, interference, lack of coverage, unoptimized configuration parameters, inefficient algorithms, equipment failures, software
bugs and protocol errors [43]. Though some of these factors
are present in traditional networks and troubleshooting these
networks has received considerable attention in the literature [2, 7, 12, 53, 59], RAN performance diagnosis brings out
a unique challenge: the performance of multiple base stations
exhibit complex temporal and spatial interdependencies due
to the shared radio access media and user mobility.
Existing systems [4, 16] for detecting performance problems rely on monitoring aggregate metrics, such as connection drop rate and throughput per cell, over minuteslong time windows. Degradation of these metrics trigger
mostly manual—hence, time-consuming and error-prone—
root cause analysis. Furthermore, due to their dependence
on aggregate information, these tools either overlook many
performance problems such as temporal spikes leading to
cascading failures or are unable to isolate root causes. The
challenges associated with leveraging just aggregate metrics has led operators to collect detailed traces from their
network [15] to aid domain experts in diagnosing problems.
However, the sheer volume of the data and its high dimensionality make the troubleshooting using human experts
and traditional rule-based systems very hard, if not infeasible [29]. Machine learning (ML) is one natural alternative to
these approaches that has been used recently to troubleshoot
other complex systems with considerable success. However,
simply applying ML to RAN diagnosis is not enough. The
desire to troubleshoot RANs as fast as possible exposes the
inherent tradeoff between latency and accuracy that is shared
by many ML algorithms.
To illustrate this tradeoff, consider the natural solution of
building a model on a per-base station basis. On one hand,
if we want to troubleshoot quickly, the amount of data collected for a given base station may not be enough to learn an
accurate model. On the other hand, if we wait long enough
to learn a more accurate model, this will come at the cost
of delaying troubleshooting and the learned model may not
be valid any longer. Another alternative would be to learn
one model over the entire data set. Unfortunately, since base
stations can have very different characteristics using a single
model for all of them can also result in low accuracy (§2).
We present CellScope, a system that enables fast and accurate RAN performance diagnosis by resolving the latency
and accuracy trade-off using two broad techniques: intelligent data grouping and task formulations that leverage
domain characteristics. More specifically, CellScope applies

Multi-task Learning (MTL) [11, 50], a state-of-the-art machine learning approach, to RAN troubleshooting. In a nutshell, MTL learns multiple related models in parallel by leveraging the commonality between those models. To enable the
application of MTL, CellScope uses two techniques. First,
it uses feature engineering to identify the relevant features
to use for learning. Second, it uses a PCA based similarity
metric to group base stations that share common features,
such as interference and load. This is necessary since MTL
assumes that the models have some commonality which is
not necessarily the case in our setting, e.g., different base
stations might exhibit different features. Note that while
PCA has been traditionally used to find network anomalies,
CellScope uses it for finding the common features instead.
To this end, CellScope uses MTL to create a hybrid model:
an offline base model that captures common features, and an
online per-base station model that captures the individual
features of the base stations. This hybrid approach allows
us to incrementally update the online model based on the
base model. The resulting models are both accurate and fast
to update. Finally, in this approach, finding anomalies is
equivalent to detecting concept drift [19]. To demonstrate
the effectiveness of our proposal, we have built CellScope
on Spark [31, 47, 56]. Our evaluation shows that CellScope
is able to achieve accuracy improvements up to 4.4× without incurring the latency overhead associated with normal
approaches (§6). We have also used CellScope to analyze a
live LTE network consisting of over 2 million subscribers,
where we show that it could save the operator several orders
of magnitude savings in troubleshooting efforts (§7).
We then investigate if the techniques we present in this paper can be general. To do so, we take a new domain-specific
problem, energy bug diagnosis in mobile phones, and illustrate
that the trade-off exists in this domain too. Using a dataset
from 800,000+ users, we how the proposed techniques in
CellScope can easily be adapted and demonstrate their effectiveness in mitigating the trade-off (§8).

2

BACKGROUND AND MOTIVATION

We begin with a brief primer on LTE networks and the current state of RAN troubleshooting. Then, we illustrate the
difficulties in applying ML for RAN performance diagnosis.

2.1

LTE Network Primer

LTE networks provide User Equipments (UEs) such as smartphones with Internet connectivity. When a UE has data to
send to or receive from the Internet, it sets up a communication channel between itself and the Packet Data Network
Gateway (P-GW). This involves message exchanges between
the UE and the Mobility Management Entity (MME). In coordination with the base station (eNodeB), the Serving Gateway
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often manually. Several commercial solutions exists [3–5, 16]
that aid in this troubleshooting procedure by enabling efficient slicing and dicing on data. However, we have learned
from domain experts that often it is desirable to apply different models or algorithms on the data for detailed diagnosis.
Thus, many of the RAN trouble tickets end up with experts
who work directly on the raw measurement data.

Control Plane

Internet

Figure 1: LTE network architecture

(S-GW), and P-GW, data plane (GTP) tunnels are established
between the base station and the S-GW, and between the
S-GW and the P-GW. Together with the connection between
the UE and the base station, the network establishes a communication channel called EPS bearer (short for bearer). The
LTE network architecture is shown in fig. 1.
For network access and service, LTE network entities exchange control plane messages. A specific sequence of such
control plane message exchange is called a network procedure. For example, when a UE powers up, it initiates an attach
procedure with the MME which consists of establishing a radio connection, authentication and resource allocation. Each
network procedure involves the exchange of several messages between two or more entities. Their specifications are
defined by 3GPP Technical Specification Groups (TSG) [48].
Network performance degrades and end-user experience
is affected when procedure failures happen. The complex
nature of these procedures (due to the multiple underlying
message and entity interactions) make diagnosing problems
challenging. Thus, to aid RAN troubleshooting, operators
collect extensive measurements from their network. These
measurements typically consist of per-procedure information (e.g., attach). To analyze a procedure failure, it is often
useful to look at the associated variables. For instance, a
failed attachment procedure may be diagnosed if the underlying signal strength information was captured. Hence,
relevant metadata is also captured with procedure information. Since there are hundreds of procedures in the network
and each procedure can have many possible metadata fields,
the collected data contains several hundreds of fields.

2.2

2.3

Machine Learning for RAN Diagnostics

The large volume of data collected in the RAN makes it an
ideal candidate for the application of machine learning. We
now discuss the difficulties in using ML for the purpose of
RAN performance diagnostics.
2.3.1 Data. We obtained measurement data from the live
network of a top tier operator in the United States. The data
consists of four types of records:
Bearer Records: These log bearer level information. In our
logs, such information includes extensive information, such
as frame loss rate, physical radio resources allocated, radio
channel quality, physical layer modulation and coding rate,
bearer start and end time, bearer setup delay, failure reason
code (if any), associated base station, MME, S-GW and P-GW.
Signaling Records: These are logs of network procedures,
such as paging, attach/detach, and handoff information. Every procedure in the network creates a new record along
with metadata information such as the time of the event.
TCP Flow Records: These logs are from strategically placed
probes in the network, and consists of TCP flow level information. They are associated with the bearer records to get
more insights on application level information.
Network Element Records: These are aggregate information
at network elements such as eNodeB or MME. Some fields in
this record include total failures and downlink/uplink frames.
Collectively, the dataset contains over four hundred fields
which could potentially be leveraged as individual features
by a machine learning algorithm.

RAN Troubleshooting Today

2.3.2 Ineffectiveness of Global Model. A common approach in applying ML on a dataset is to consider the dataset
as a single entity and build one model over the entire data.
However, base stations in a cellular network exhibit different characteristics. This renders the use of a global model
ineffective. To illustrate this problem, we conducted an experiment where the goal is to build a model for call drops in
the network (similar to [26]) using information in our traces.
Specifically, we build a decision tree model using an hour
worth of data to ensure sufficient data for the algorithm to
produce statistically significant results. Figure 2a shows the
result of this experiment, where we see that the global model

Current RAN network monitoring depends on cell-level aggregate Key Performance Indicators (KPI). Existing practice
is to use performance counters to derive these KPIs. The
derived KPIs are then monitored by domain experts, aggregated over certain pre-defined time window. Based on domain knowledge and operational experience, these KPIs are
used to determine if service level agreements (SLA) are met.
For instance, an operator may have designed the network to
have no more than 0.5% call drops in a 10 minute window.
When a KPI that is being monitored crosses the threshold,
an alarm is raised and a ticket created. This ticket is then
handled by experts who investigate the cause of the problem,
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(a) A single global model incurs poor accuracy. Local model is the best, but re- (b) Distribution of data collected by base (c) For building local models, it may not
quires enough data to build and frequent stations under various data collection la- be possible to simply wait for enough
updates (otherwise staleness affects its tencies. It take approximately an hour data. A random forest model (Alg 1) gains
performance). Combining data from ge- for a vast majority of the base stations to from more data, but a lasso regression
ographically nearby base stations results collect data to build statistically signifi- model (Alg2) degrades with more data
cant models.
due to temporal effects.
in a reduction in accuracy.
Figure 2: Simply applying ML for RAN performance diagnosis results in a fundamental trade-off between latency and accuracy.

latency1 , it is able to reach a respectable accuracy. However,
the second algorithm’s accuracy initially seems to improve
with more data, but falls quickly. This is counterintuitive
in normal settings, but the explanation lies in the spatiotemporal characteristics of cellular networks. Many of the
performance metrics exhibit high temporal variability, and
thus need to be analyzed in smaller intervals. Thus, in models
like that in Alg 2, it is not enough to just “wait” for enough
data to be collected, and hence local modeling is ineffective.

achieves poor accuracy and high variance. This underlines
the heterogeneity in the characteristics of base stations and
hence the ineffectiveness of global models.
2.3.3 Latency/Accuracy Issues with Local Models.
The alternative to a single global model is to build a model
for every base station. We evaluate this approach by repeating the last experiment, but this time segregating the data
for every base station and building an independent model
for each. The results of this experiment is shown in fig. 2a,
which indicates that local models are far superior, with up
to 20% more accuracy while showing much lower variance.
It is natural to think of a per base station model as the
final solution to this problem. However, this approach has
issues too. Due to the difference in characteristics of the
base stations, the amount of data they collect in a given
time interval varies vastly. Thus, in small intervals, they may
not generate enough data to produce statistically significant
results. Figure 2b shows the distribution of the amount of
data generated by these base stations under different data
collection latencies. It shows that at small intervals (e.g.,
under 10 minutes), most base stations do not generate enough
data, and that it takes about an hour for all quartiles of base
stations to log reasonable number of records.
To illustrate the effect of this discrepancy, we conduct another experiment. We use two machine learning algorithms—
a random forest model to predict connection drops (Alg
1), and a lasso regression model using stochastic gradient
descent to predict the throughput (Alg 2)—at various data
collection latencies. These two algorithms represent some
of the commonly used models from the broad categories of
classification and regression. The result of this experiment is
shown in fig. 2c. The behavior of Alg 1 is obvious; as it gets
more data its accuracy improves due to the slow varying
nature of the underlying causes of failures. After an hour

2.3.4 Need for Model Updates. An obvious, but flawed
conclusion from our previous experiment is that models similar to that built by Alg 1 would work after the data collection
latency (of an hour) has been incurred once. Put differently,
can we just use historic data? In any application of ML, models need to be updated to retain their performance. This is
true in cellular networks too, where temporal variations affect the performance of the model. To depict this, we repeated
the experiment where we built per base station decision tree
model for call drops. However, instead of training and testing
on parts of the same dataset, we train on an hours worth
of data, and test it on the next hour. Figure 2a shows that
the accuracy drops by 12% with a stale model (because the
model built using historic data is no longer valid). Thus, it is
important to keep the model fresh by incorporating incoming data and removing old data. Such sliding updates to ML
models in a general setting is difficult due to the overheads
in retraining them from scratch. To add to this, cellular networks consist of several thousands of base stations. Thus, a
per base station approach requires creating and updating a
huge amount of models (e.g., our network consisted of over
13000 base stations). This makes scaling hard.
2.3.5 Why not Spatial/Temporal Partitioning? Our
experiments point towards the need for obtaining enough
1 Such
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3.2

CellScope
RAN Performance Analyzer
Throughput
Bearer Level
Trace

Dashboards

Figure 3 shows the high-level architecture of CellScope,
which consists of the following key components:
Input data: CellScope uses measurement traces that are
readily available in modern cellular networks (§2.1). Base
stations collect traces independently and send them to the associated MME, which merges records if required and uploads
them to a data center.3
Feature engineering: Next, CellScope uses domain knowledge to transform the raw data and construct a set of features amenable to learning (e.g., computing interference ratios)(§4.1). We also leverage protocol details and algorithms
(e.g., link adaptation in the physical layer).
Domain-specific MTL: CellScope uses a domain specific
formulation and application of MTL that allows it to perform
accurate diagnosis while updating models efficiently (§4.2).
Data partitioner: To enable correct application of MTL,
CellScope implements a partitioner based on a similarity
score derived from Principal Component Analysis (PCA) and
geographical distance (§4.3). The partitioner segregates data
to be analyzed into independent sets and produces a smaller
co-located set relevant to the underlying analysis. This also
minimizes the need to shuffle data during training.
RAN performance analyzer: This component binds everything together to build diagnosis modules. It leverages the
MTL component and uses appropriate techniques to build
call drop and throughput models. We discuss our experience
of applying these techniques to a live LTE network in §7.
This component can be easily replaced to extend CellScope
to a new domain, as we show in §8.
Output: Finally, CellScope can output analytics results to
external modules such as RAN performance dashboards. It
can also provide inputs to Self-Organizing Networks (SON).

Drop

Domain-Specific MTL
Feature
Engineering

Gradient Boosted Trees
PCA-Based Similarity Grouping

Streaming

Self-Organizing
Networks (SON)

ML Lib

Figure 3: CellScope System Architecture.

data for ML algorithms to produce statistically significant
results with low latency. The obvious solution to combating
this trade-off is to intelligently combine data from multiple
base stations. It is intuitive to think of this as a spatial partitioning problem, since base stations in the real world are
geographically separated. Thus, it is reasonable to assume
that a spatial partitioner which combines data from base
stations within a geographical region must be able to give
good results. Unfortunately, this isn’t the case which we motivate using a simple example. Consider two base stations,
one situated at the center of times square in New York and
the other a mile away at a residential area. Using a spatial
partitioning scheme that divides the space into equal sized
planes would likely result in combining data from these base
stations. However, this is not desirable because of the difference in characteristics of these base stations2 . We illustrate
this using the drop modeling experiment as before. Figure 2a
shows the performance where we combine data from nearby
base stations using a simple grid partitioner, and then build
a model in each of the partitions. The result shows that this
technique is only slightly better compared to a single global
model. We evaluate other spatial partitioning schemes in §6.

3

CELLSCOPE OVERVIEW

4

We now present our solution, CellScope, which mitigates
the latency-accuracy trade-off using a domain-specific formulation and application of Multi-Task Learning (MTL).

3.1

Architectural Overview

MITIGATING LATENCY ACCURACY
TRADE-OFF

In this section, we present how CellScope mitigates the
trade-off between latency and accuracy. We first discuss a
high-level overview of RAN specific feature engineering
that prepares the data for learning (§ 4.1). Next, we describe
CellScope’s MTL formulation (§ 4.2), and how it lets us build
fast, accurate and incremental models. Then, we explain how
CellScope achieves grouping that captures commonalities
among base stations using a novel PCA based partitioner
that makes application of MTL possible (§ 4.3).

Problem Statement

CellScope’s ultimate goal is to enable fast and accurate RAN
performance diagnosis by resolving the trade-off between data
collection latency and the achieved accuracy. The key difficulty arises from the fundamental trade-off between having
not enough data to build accurate-enough models in short
timespans and waiting to collect enough data that entails stale
results. Additionally, CellScope must also support efficient
modifications to the learned models to account for the temporal nature of our setting to avoid data and model staleness.

4.1

Feature Engineering

Feature engineering, the process of transforming the raw
input data to a set of features that can be effectively utilized

2 In

our measurements, a base station in a highly popular spot serves more
than 300 UEs and carries multiple times uplink / downlink traffic compared
to another base station situated just a mile from it that serves only 50 UEs.

3 The

transfer of traces to a data center is not fundamental. Extending
CellScope to do geo-distributed learning in a future work.
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by machine learning algorithms, is a fundamental part of ML
applications [58]. Generally carried out by domain experts,
it is often the first step in ML.
In CellScope, the network measurement data contains
several hundreds of fields (§2). These fields range from simple bearer identification information to fields associated with
LTE network procedures. Unfortunately, many of these fields
are not suitable for model building as it is. Additionally, several fields are collected in a format that utilizes a compact
representation. Finally, these records are not self-contained,
and multiple records may need to be “joined” to create a
feature for a certain procedure. We use simple feature engineering to obtain fields that can be used in ML algorithms.
As an example, for modeling connection drop rates, we use
block error rate (BLER) as a feature. However, the records
do not directly provide this value, thus it is computed using the block transfer information. Similarly, for throughput
modeling, the downlink and uplink throughput values are
computed using the amount of physical resource blocks allocated and the transfer time. While we depend on manual
feature engineering in this work (automating this is part of
our future work), not all fields need to be feature engineered.
Further, we found that the engineered fields can be used
across several ML algorithms.

4.2

In this MTL formulation, the core assumption is a shared
structure or dependency across each of the learning problems.
Unfortunately, in our setting, the base stations do not share
a structure at a global level (§2). Due to their geographic separation and the complexities of wireless signal propagation,
the base stations share a spatio-temporal structure instead.
Thus, we proposes a new domain-specific MTL formulation.
4.2.1 CellScope’s MTL Formulation. In order to address the difficulty in applying MTL due to the violation
of task dependency assumption in RANs, we can leverage
domain-specific characteristics. Although independent learning tasks (learning per base station) are not correlated with
each other, they exhibit specific non-random structure. For
example, the performance characteristics of base stations
nearby are influenced by similar underlying features. Thus,
we propose exploiting this knowledge to segregate learning
tasks into groups of dependent tasks on which MTL can
be applied. MTL in the face of dependency violation has
been studied in the machine learning literature in the recent
past [20, 30]. However, they assume that each group has its
own set of features. This is not entirely true in our setting,
where multiple groups may share most or all features but still
need to be treated as separate groups. Furthermore, some of
the techniques used for automatic grouping without a priori
knowledge are computationally intensive.
Assuming we can club learning tasks into groups, we can
rewrite the MTL equation in eq. (2) as:

Multi-Task Learning

The latency-accuracy trade-off makes it hard to achieve both
low latency and high accuracy in ML tasks (§2). The idealcase scenario in CellScope is if infinite amount of data is
available per base station with zero latency. In this scenario,
we would have a learning task for each base station that
produce a model as an output with the best achievable accuracy. In reality, our setting has several tasks, each with its
own data. However, each task does not have enough data
to produce models with acceptable accuracy in a given latency budget. This makes our setting an ideal candidate for
multi-task learning (MTL), a research area in machine learning that has been successful in many ML applications. The
key idea behind MTL is to learn from other tasks by weakly
coupling their parameters so that the statistical efficiency of
many tasks can be boosted [10, 11, 17, 50]. Specifically, if we
are interested in building a model of the form
h(x) = m(f 1 (x), f 2 (x), ..., fk (x))

h(x) = mд(bs) (f 1 (x), f 2 (x), ..., fk (x))

where mд(bs) is the per-base station model in group д. We
describe a simple technique to achieve this grouping based
on domain knowledge in § 4.3 and experimentally show that
just grouping can achieve significant gains in §6.
In theory, the MTL formulation in eq. (3) should suffice for
our purposes as it would perform much better by capturing
the inter-task dependencies using grouping. However, this
formulation still builds an independent model for each base
station. Building and managing a large amount of models
leads to significant performance overhead and would impede our goal of scalability. Scalable application of MTL in
a general setting is an active area of research in machine
learning [36], so we turn to problem-specific optimizations
to address this challenge.
The model mд(bs) could be built using any class of learning
functions. In this paper, we restrict ourselves to functions of
the form F (x) = w ·x where w is the weight vector associated
with a set of features x. This simple class of function gives us
tremendous leverage in using standard algorithms that can
easily be applied in a distributed setting, thus addressing the
scalability issue. In addition to scalable model building, we
must also be able to update the built models fast. However,

(1)

where m is a model (e.g., to predict connection drop) composed of feature functions f 1 through fk , then the traditional
MTL formulation, given dataset D = {(x i , yi , bsi ) : i =
1, ..., n}, where x i ∈ Rd , yi ∈ R and bsi denotes the i t h base
station, is to learn
h(x) = mbs (f 1 (x), f 2 (x), ..., fk (x))

(3)

(2)

where mbs is a per base station model.
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machine learning models are typically hard to update in real
time. To address this challenge, we discuss a hybrid approach
to building the models in our MTL setting next.

mini-batches (§5), each batch can be tested quickly on the
existing model for significant accuracy drops. An anomaly
occurring just at a single base station would be detected by
one model, while one affecting a larger area would be detected by many. Once anomaly is detected, finding cause is
as easy as updating the model and comparing it with the old.

4.2.2 Hybrid Modeling for Fast Model Updates. Estimation of the model in eq. (3) could be posed as an ℓ1
regularized loss minimization problem [51]:
Õ
min
L(h(x : fbs ), y) + λ||R(x : fbs )||
(4)

4.3

where L(h(x : fbs ), y) is a non-negative loss function composed of parameters for a particular base station, hence capturing the error in the prediction for it in the group, and λ > 0
is a regularization parameter scaling the penalty R(x : fbs )
for the base station. However, the temporal and streaming
nature of the data means that the model must be refined
frequently for minimizing staleness.
Fortunately, grouping provides us an opportunity to solve
this. Since the base stations are grouped into correlated task
clusters, we can decompose the features used for each base
station into a shared common set fc and a base station specific
set fs . Thus, we can modify eq. (4) as minimizing
!
Õ Õ
L(h(x : fs , fc ), y) + λ||R(x : fs )|| + λ||R(x : fc )||
(5)
where the inner summation is over dataset specific to each
base station. This separation gives us a powerful advantage.
Since we grouped base stations, the feature set fs is minimal,
and in most cases just a weight vector on the common feature
set. Because the core common features do not change often,
we need to update only the base station-specific parts in the
model frequently, while the common set can be reused. Thus,
we end up with a hybrid offline-online model. Furthermore,
the choice of our learning functions lets us apply stochastic
methods [45] which can be efficiently parallelized.
4.2.3 Anomaly Detection Using Concept Drift. A common use case of learning tasks for RAN performance analysis
is in detecting anomalies. For instance, an operator may be
interested in learning if there is a sudden increase in call
drops. At the simplest level, it is easy to answer this question
by monitoring the number of call drops at each base station.
However, just a yes or no answer to such questions are seldom useful. If there is a sudden increase in drops, then it is
useful to understand if the issue affects a complete region
and its root cause.
Our MTL approach and the ability to do fast incremental
learning enables a better solution for anomaly detection and
diagnosis. Concept drift is a term used to refer the phenomenon where the underlying distribution of the training data
for a machine learning model changes [19]. CellScope leverages this to detect anomalies as concept drifts and proposes
a simple technique for it. Since we process incoming data in
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Data Grouping for MTL

Having discussed CellScope’s MTL formulation, we now
turn our focus towards how CellScope achieves efficient
grouping of cellular datasets that enables accurate learning. Our data partitioning is based on Principal Component
Analysis (PCA), a widely used technique in multivariate analysis [37]. PCA uses an orthogonal coordinate transformation
to map a given set of points into a new coordinate space.
Each of the new subspaces are commonly referred to as a
principal component. Since the coordinate space is smaller
than the original , PCA is used for dimensionality reduction.
In their pioneering work, Lakhina et.al. [33] showed the
usefulness of PCA for network anomaly detection. They
observed that it is possible to segregate normal behavior and
abnormal (anomalous) behavior using PCA—the principal
components explain most of the normal behavior while the
anomalies are captured by the remaining subspaces. Thus,
by filtering normal behavior, it is possible to find anomalies
that may be otherwise undetected.
While the most common usecase for PCA has been dimensionality reduction (in machine learning domains) or
anomaly detection (in networking domain), we use it in a
novel way, to enable grouping of datasets for multi-task learning. Due to the lack of the ability to collect sufficient amount
of data from individual base stations, detecting anomalies
in them will not yield results. However, the data would still
yield an explanation of normal behavior. We use this observation to partition the dataset.
4.3.1 Notation. As bearer level traces are collected continuously, we consider a buffer of bearers as a measurement
matrix A. Thus, A consists of m bearer records, each having
n observed parameters making it an m ×n time-series matrix.
It is to be noted that n is in the order of a few 100 fields, while
m can be much higher depending on how long the buffering
interval is. We enforce n to be fixed in our setting—every
measurement matrix must contain n columns. To make this
matrix amenable to PCA analysis, we adjust the columns
to have zero mean. By applying PCA to any measurement
matrix A, we can obtain a set of k principal components
ordered by amount of data variance they capture.
4.3.2 PCA Similarity. It is intuitive to see that many
measurement matrices may be formed based on different
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criteria. Suppose we are interested in finding if two measurement matrices are similar. One way to achieve this is
to compare the principal components of the two matrices.
Krzanowski [32] describes such a Similarity Factor (SF ). Consider two matrices A and B having the same number of
columns, but not rows. The similarity factor between A and
B is:
k Õ
k
Õ
SF = trace(LM ′ML ′) =
cos2 θ i j

metric to also capture the geographical closeness by weighing the metric by geographical distance between the two
measurement matrices. Our final similarity metric is5
SFCell Scope = wdist ance(A, B) ×

4.3.4 Using Similarity Metric for Partitioning. With
similarity metric, CellScope can now partition bearer records.
We first group the bearers into measurement matrices by
segregating them based on the cell on which the bearer originated. The grouping is based on our observation that the
cell is the lowest level at which an anomaly would manifest. We then create a graph G(V , E) where the vertices are
the individual cell measurement matrices. An edge is drawn
between two matrices if the SFCell Scope between them is
below a threshold. To compute SFCell Scope , we simply use
the geographical distance between the cells as the weight.
Once the graph has been created, we run connected components on this graph to obtain the partitions. The use of
connected component algorithm is not fundamental, it is
also possible to use a clustering algorithm instead. For instance, a k-means clustering algorithm that could leverage
SFCell Scope to merge clusters would yield similar results.

i=1 j=1

4.3.3 CellScope’s Similarity Metric. Similarity in our
setting bears a slightly different meaning: we do not want
strict similarity between measurement matrices, but only
similarity between corresponding principal components. This
ensures that algorithms will still capture the underlying major influences and trends in observation sets that are not
exactly similar. So we propose a simpler metric.
Consider two measurement matrices A and B as before,
where A is of size m A ×n and B is of size m B ×n. By applying
PCA on the matrices, we can obtain k principal components
using a heuristic. We obtain the first k components which
capture 95% of the variance. From the PCA, we obtain the
resulting weight vector, or loading, which is a n × k matrix:
for each principal component in k, the loading describes
the weight on the original n features. Intuitively, this can be
seen as a rough measure of the influence of each of the n
features on the principal components. The Euclidean distance
between the corresponding loading matrices gives
k
Õ
i=1

d(ai , bi ) =

k Õ
n
Õ

|ai j − bi j |

i=1 j=1

where L, M are the first k principal components of A and B respectively, and θ i j is the angle between the i t h component of
A and the j th component of B. The similarity factor considers
all combinations of k components from both matrices.

SFCell Scope =

k Õ
n
Õ

4.3.5 Managing Partitions Over Time. One important
consideration is managing group changes over time. To detect group changes, it is necessary to establish correspondence between groups across time intervals. Once this correspondence is established, CellScope’s hybrid modeling
makes it easy to accommodate changes. Due to the segregation of our model into common and base station specific
components, small changes to the group do not affect the
common model. In these cases, we can simply bootstrap the
new base station using the common model, and then start
learning specific features. On the other hand, if there are
significant changes to a group, then the common model may
no longer be valid, which is easy to detect using concept
drift. In such cases, the offline model could be rebuilt.

|ai j − bi j |

i=1 j=1

where a and b are the column vectors representing the loadings for the corresponding principal components from A and
B. Thus, SFCell Scope captures how closely the underlying
features explain the variation in the data.
Due to the complex interactions between network components and the wireless medium, many of the performance
issues in RANs are geographically tied (e.g., congestion might
happen in nearby areas, and drops might be concentrated)4 .
However, SFCell Scope doesn’t capture this phenomenon because it only considers similarity in normal behavior. Consequently, it is possible for anomaly detection algorithms to
miss geographically-relevant anomalies. To account for this
domain-specific characteristic, we augment our similarity

We now summarize how CellScope resolves the fundamental trade-off between latency and accuracy. To cope with the
fact that individual base stations cannot produce enough data
for learning in a given time budget, CellScope uses MTL.
However, our datasets violate the assumption of learning
task dependencies. As a solution, we proposed a novel way of
using PCA to group data into sets with the same underlying
performance characteristics. Directly applying MTL on these

4 Proposals

5A

4.4

for conducting geographically weighted PCA (GW-PCA) exist [22], but they are not applicable since they assume a smooth decaying
user provided bandwidth function.

Summary

similarity measure for multivariate time series is proposed in [55], but
it is not applicable due to its stricter form and dependence on finding the
right eigenvector matrices to extend the Frobenius norm.
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groups would still be problematic in our setting due to the
inefficiencies with model updates. To solve this, we proposed
a new formulation for MTL which divides the model into an
offline and online hybrid. On this formulation, we proposed
using simple learning functions are amenable to incremental
and distributed execution. Finally, CellScope uses a simple
concept drift detection to find and diagnose anomalies.

form h(x : fs , fc ), y). Since we restrict ourselves to learning
functions of the form w · x for this model, our model per base
station is simply a weight vector on the shared group model.
This allows the usage of existing ensemble methods [14].
Ensemble methods use multiple learning algorithms to obtain
better performance. In our case, we use the ensemble method
to learn the shared group model. This can be done in many
ways: we can directly employ existing ensemble methods, or
we can leverage multiple algorithms to be components of the
ensemble. However, unlike normal ensemble methods where
the output is aggregated, we use the MTL approach of a task
per base station to learn the per-base station model. This
is equivalent to a linear model on the individual ensemble
components, which gives us the weight vector.
We modified the MLLib implementation of Gradient Boosted
Tree (GBT) [18]. This implementation supports both classification and regression, and internally uses stochastic methods.
We implement the group’s shared feature model using either
the GBT’s ensemble, or individual algorithms. As an example, for connection drop prediction, the shared model can be
obtained using the standard ensembles such as the GBT itself,
or random forests. Then, we use individual base station data
to fit a linear model on the individual ensemble components.
Note that it is not necessary to build the base model this
way—we could also use multiple learning methods as ensemble components. In the same example, our ensemble could
consist of a combination of SVM and decision trees. Similarly,
for throughput prediction, the shared model is built as an
ensemble of regression models—for instance, we may use
one model for low throughput and another for high throughput, and each of these tasks could use a different standard
learning method. In this method, we can update the base
station specific weight vector in real time as data is streamed
in, as we simply need to update the linear model. Further, the
group specific model can be periodically retrained. One way
to do so is to simply add more models to the ensemble when
new data comes in. Our implementation allows weighing
the outcome to give more weights to the latest models.

5

IMPLEMENTATION

We have implemented CellScope on Spark [56]. We describe
its API that exposes our commonality based grouping based
on PCA (§ 5.1), and implementation details on the hybrid
offline-online MTL models (§ 5.2).

5.1

Data Grouping API

CellScope’s grouping API is built on Spark Streaming [57],
since the data arrives continuously, and we need to operate
on this data in a streaming fashion. Spark Streaming already
provides support for windowing functions on streams of
data, thus we extended it with the three APIs in listing 1.
grouped = DStream.groupBySimilarityAndWindow(
windowDuration, slideDuration)
reduced = DStream.reduceBySimilarityAndWindow(
func, windowDuration, slideDuration)
joined = DStream.joinBySimilarityAndWindow(
windowDuration, slideDuration)

Listing 1: Groping API

The APIs leverage the DStream abstraction provided by
Spark Streaming. groupBySimilarityAndWindow takes
the buffered data from the last window duration, applies
the similarity metric to produce outputs of grouped datasets
every slide duration. reduceBySimilarityAndWindow allows an additional user defined associative reduction operation on the grouped datasets. Finally, joinBySimilarityAndWindow joins multiple streams using similarity.

5.2

Hybrid MTL Modeling

6

We use Spark’s machine learning library, MLlib [47] for implementing our hybrid MTL model. MLlib contains implementation for many distributed learning algorithms. The
MTL formulation we presented in § 4.2 allows us to utilize
these existing models in our framework.
In MTL, the tasks learn from each other. These tasks in
our setting consist of building a model, mд(bs) for each base
station in every group created by the PCA based grouping.
In eq. (3), we presented our MTL formulation, and described
a simplified loss minimization method to estimate this model.
Further, in eq. (5), we decomposed this into shared and base
station specific set, so the model mд(bs) is of the general

EVALUATION

We have evaluated CellScope through a series of experiments on real-world cellular traces from a live LTE network
in a large geographical area. Our results show that:
• CellScope’s similarity based grouping provides up to 10%
improvement in accuracy on its own compared to the best
space partitioning scheme.
• With MTL, CellScope’s accuracy improvements range
from 2.5× to 4.4× over different collection latencies.
• Our hybrid online-offline model is able to reduce model
update times upto 4.8× and is able to learn changes in an
online fashion with no loss in accuracy.
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(b) Grouping is not computationally in(a) Grouping by itself is able to provide
(c) CellScope achieves up to 2.5× accutensive, even a days worth of data (with
significant gains. MTL provides further
racy improvements in drop rate classifi>500M records) can be easily grouped in
gains.
cation.
under a minute.
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(e) CellScope’s hyrid model allows effi- (f) Online training due to the hybrid
(d) Improvements in throughput regrescient updates, and reduces update time model helps avoid the loss in accuracy
sion go up to 4.4×
by up to 4.8×.
due to staleness of the model.
Figure 4: CellScope is able to achieve high accuracy while reducing the data collection latency.

CellScope’s similarity grouping performs as good as the
per base station model which gives the highest accuracy. It
is interesting to note the performance of spatial partitioning
schemes which ranges from 75% to 80%. None of the spatial schemes come close to the similarity grouping results.
This is because the drops are few, and concentrated. Spatial
schemes club base stations not based on underlying drop
characteristics, but only based on spatial proximity. This
causes the algorithms to underfit or overfit. Since our similarity based partitioner groups base stations using the drop
characteristics, it is able to do as much as 17% better.
The benefits are even higher in the regression case. Here,
the per base station model is unable to get enough data to
build an accurate model and hence is only able to achieve
around 66% accuracy. Spatial schemes are able to do slightly
better than that. Our similarity based grouping emerges as
a clear winner in this case with 77.3% accuracy. This result
depicts the highly variable performance characteristics of
the base stations, and the need to capture them for accuracy.
These benefits do not come at the cost of computational
overhead due to grouping. Figure 4b shows the overhead of
similarity based grouping on various dataset sizes.

Evaluation Setup: We use a private cluster of 20 machines,
each consisting of 4 CPUs, 32GB RAM and 200GB hard disk.
Dataset: We collected data from a major metro-area LTE
network for a time period of over 10 months. It serves over
2 million active users and carries over 6TB traffic per hour.

6.1

Benefits of Similarity Based Grouping

We first attempt to answer the question "How much benefits do the similarity based grouping provide?". For this, we
conducted two experiments, each with a different learning algorithm. The first experiment, detection of call drops, uses a
classification algorithm while the second, throughput prediction, uses a regression algorithm. We chose these to evaluate
the benefits in two different classes of algorithms. In both
these cases, we pick the data collection latency where the
per base station model gives the best accuracy, which was 1
hour for classification and 5 minutes for regression. In order
to compare the benefits of our grouping scheme alone, we
build a single model per group instead of applying MTL. We
compare the accuracy obtained with three different space
partitioning schemes. The first scheme (Spatial 1) just partitions space into grids of equal size. The second (Spatial 2)
uses a sophisticated space-filling curve based approach [25]
that could create dynamically sized partitions. Finally, the
third (Spatial 3) creates partitions using base stations that
are under the same region. Figure 4a shows the results.

6.2

Benefits of MTL

Next, we characterize the benefits of CellScope’s use of MTL.
We repeated the experiment before, and apply MTL to the
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grouped data to see if the accuracy improves compared to
the earlier approach of a single model per group. The results
are presented in figure 4a. The ability of MTL to learn and improve models from other similar base stations’ data results in
an increase in the accuracy. Over the benefits of grouping, we
see an improvement of 6% in the connection drop diagnosis
experiment, and 16.2% in the case of throughput prediction
experiment. The higher benefits in the latter comes from
CellScope’s ability to capture individual characteristics of
the base station. This ability is not so crucial in the former
because of the limited variation in individual characteristics.

6.3

with larger input because of its use of a single model which
requires changes to many parts of the tree. CellScope incurs
the least overhead, due to its use of multiple models. When
data accumulates, it only needs to update a part of an existing
tree, or build a new tree. This strategy results in a reduction
of up to 2.2× to 4.8× in model building time for CellScope.
To wrap up, we evaluated the performance of the hybrid
strategy on different data collection intervals. Here we are
interested in seeing if the hybrid model is able to adapt to
data changes and provide reasonable accuracies. We use the
connection drop experiment again, but do it in a different
way. At different collection latencies, we build the model at
the beginning of the collection and use the model for the next
interval. Hence, for the 1 minute latency, we build a model
using the first minute data, and use the model for the second
minute (until the whole second minute has arrived). The
results are shown in figure 4f. We see here that the per base
station model suffers an accuracy loss at higher latencies
due to staleness, while CellScope incurs almost zero loss in
accuracy. This is because it doesn’t wait until the end of the
interval, and is able to incorporate data in real time.

Combined Benefits

Here, we are interested in evaluating how CellScope handles
the latency accuracy trade-off. We do the same classification
and regression experiments, but on different data collection
latencies. We show the results from the classification and
regression experiment in fig. 4c and fig. 4d, which compares
CellScope’s accuracy against a per base station model’s.
When the opportunity to collect data at individual base
stations is limited, CellScope is able to leverage our MTL
formulation to combine data from multiple base stations,
and build customized models to improve the accuracy. The
benefits of CellScope ranges up to 2.5× in the classification
experiment, to 4.4× in the regression experiment. Lower
latencies are problematic in the classification experiment
due to the extremely low probability of drops, while higher
latencies are a problem in the regression experiment due to
the temporal changes in performance.

6.4

7

REAL WORLD RAN ANALYSIS

We now turn to the question of how could operators benefit
from a system such as CellScope? We try to answer this
question in two ways: first, we try to evaluate what are the
benefits of automatic root-causing and how much effort is
reduced for the operator because of this feature. Second, we
evaluate CellScope’s ability to analyze in the wild.

7.1

Hybrid model benefits

Time Savings to the Operator

Operators spend several billions of dollars in diagnosing
network problems. Often, finding the cause of a network
problem takes hours, or even days of effort. To evaluate how
CellScope could cut down this effort, we collected network
trouble tickets from the operator. The operator logs tickets
at different levels, so we look at trouble tickets that were
investigated by domain experts using state-of-the-art tools
such as datacubes. For each ticket where the operator has
network data available, we used CellScope to diagnose the
problem. This way, we can evaluate the potential time savings CellScope provides. We discuss four real trouble tickets,
the time taken by CellScope is depicted in table 1.

Finally, we are interested in learning how much overhead it
reduces during model updates, and if it do online learning.
To answer the first question, we conducted the following
experiment: we considered three different data collection
latencies: 10 minute, 1 hour and 1 day. We then learn a decision tree model on this data in a tumbling window fashion.
So for the 10 minute latency, we collect data for 10 minutes,
then build a model, wait another 10 minutes to refine the
model and so on. We compare our hybrid model strategy
to two different strategies: a naive approach which rebuilds
the model from scratch every time, and a better, strawman
approach which reuses the last model, and makes changes
to it. Both builds a single model while CellScope uses our
hybrid MTL model and only updates the online part of the
model. The results of this experiment is shown in figure 4e.
The naive approach incurs the highest overhead, which
is obvious due to the need to rebuild the entire model from
scratch. The overhead increases with the increase in input
data. The strawman approach, on the other hand, is able to
avoid this heavy overhead. However, it still incurs overheads

7.1.1 Throughput Degradation After Upgrade. This ticket
reported that a number of users experienced degraded network throughput after a network upgrade. In many cases,
throughput decrease of up to 30% was observed. Since not all
of the users saw this problem, the operator had to conduct
field trials to find the root cause of the problem. We used
CellScope to model the throughput before and after the
upgrade. Comparing the models, we noticed that a cluster of
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Ticket Resolution Time CellScope
§ 7.1.1
3 days
10 minutes
§ 7.1.2
1 day
2 minutes
§ 7.1.3
7 days
15 minutes
§ 7.1.4
1 hour
1 minute

models built by CellScope indicated that device specific features influenced the drops. The reason was that a particular
model and software version of a device creating a deluge of
control messages that affected the entire cell when it was
near capacity. The ticket closure confirmed this.

Table 1: CellScope is able to reduce operator effort by several
orders of magnitude. Resolution time includes field trials &
expert analysis using datacubes / state-of-the-art tools [3].

7.1.4 Periodic Call Drops. Here, the operator noticed periodic increase in call drops. The domain expert was able
to identify the problem in an hour as PCI collision due to
her vast expertise in the domain by looking through the logs
from affected period. We used the same logs in CellScope,
and were able to generate a call drop model that explained
the drops using inter-cell interference. When expertise is not
available, the ticket would have been time-consuming.

base stations had one feature influencing the model heavily.
This matched the operator’s ticket resolution—the field trials
in the ticket indicated that the problem was cluster-wise and
that it was because the feature CellScope was erroneously
turned on after the upgrade. The base stations CellScope
identified matched those reported in the resolution. In this
case, the ticket was resolved in three days including the field
trials, while our modeling on CellScope took less than 10
minutes. Note that manually applying learning techniques
would not have found the problem without grouping.

7.2

Analysis in the Wild: Findings

To validate our system in the real world, we used CellScope
for RAN performance analysis on the live LTE network.
Based on our experience with trouble tickets, we considered
two metrics that are of significant importance for end-user
experience: throughput and connection drops. In this section,
we present some of our main findings (which were previously
unknown to the operator) and the role played by CellScope.

7.1.2 Specific Patterns of Call Drops . Here, the operator
reported consistent call drops (specifically, VoLTE call drops)
in certain areas of the network. Manually analyzing this
would have required a domain expert to slice and dice several
TB of data to find a pattern and then dig deep into the pattern.
To reduce this effort, the operator conducted field trials in
parts affected to obtain test data that is manageable for the
expert, who was able to identify the problem: a missing
neighbor configuration in a group of base stations.
We used CellScope to model the call drop in an expanded
portion of the network. After the grouping process, one particular group’s model indicated that drops happened when
a handoff procedure was triggered and the procedure failed
due to a specific error code at the base station, missingneighbor. Here, the field trial, and domain expert’s analysis
was completed in one business day, while CellScope did the
grouping and modeling on one day’s data in 2 minutes.

7.2.1 SINR Anomaly. In a particular week, we noticed that
an implementation of a learning task for connection drop
predicted unusually high numbers of drops. These high drops
happened at some base stations, all of which were assigned
to the same group in CellScope’s grouping. Upon further
investigation with help from network experts, it was revealed
that these base stations had been experiencing unusually
higher levels of interference.
7.2.2 Incorrect Parameters. Similarly, we implemented a
throughput prediction model. During a month long observation, we noticed that the predicted throughput for a set
of base stations had fallen below its normal average after a
certain date. It was found that the base stations were connected to the same MME and that a software upgrade had set
some parameters affecting the throughput incorrectly. This
was one of several misconfigurations we found in the network that caused performance degradation. Others included
incorrect neighbor assignments and hand-off problems.

7.1.3 Periodic Throughput KPI Degradation. The operator
noticed a degradation of KPI in the network. The degradation happened in some serving cells. However, this was
not consistently noticed, and occurred irregularly. To add,
the problem was transient. Thus, the ticket required a week
worth of effort to diagnose since field trials did not prove
to be of help. We used CellScope in the following fashion:
we replayed the data for days when KPI degradation was
reported. We then built incremental models for drop rate and
throughput. We then look at the intervals when CellScope
refines the model due to accuracy loss using the concept drift
and look at the model changes. We noticed that during some
specific intervals, call drops spiked in some cells while the
throughput of the entire cell dropped. The difference in the

7.2.3 Real-time Monitoring. We simulated real-time monitoring of the network and CellScope’s ability to detect performance problems. The current approach taken by the operator is to define SLAs for KPIs and then monitor them for
SLA violations. However, such aggregate metrics are likely
to miss many events. We used CellScope to monitor the
network over a month, and verify if the events predicted by
CellScope matches ground truth. Not only did CellScope
detect 100% of the KPI SLA violations, it also found a few
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Figure 5: Other domains suffer from latency-accuracy tradeoff. Here, we see the problem in the domain of energy debugging for mobile devices. Grouping by phone model or phone
operating system does not give benefits.

Data Collection Latency (days)
Figure 6: CellScope’s techniques can easily be extended to
new domains, and can benefit them. Here, using our techniques, models built are usable immediately while without
CellScope, Carat [35] takes more than a week to build a
model that is usable.

issues that were missed by the KPI based monitoring system,
and later logged as trouble tickets.

performs poorly until enough data has been collected as depicted in fig. 6. A global model can be built immediately, but
has poor accuracy. It is intuitive to think of grouping users
who have the same model device together, or same operating
system together. However, these grouping (denoted Model
and OS) does not yield significant benefits. Further, as people
install/uninstall apps, the models need to be updated. This
make the domain ideal for testing CellScope’s techniques.

7.2.4 Measurement Error. We also found problems in network measurements. Specifically, during initial deployment
trials of CellScope, we noticed that using the feature engineered field of block error rate resulted in poor accuracy. The
reason for this was an uninitialized field in the measurement
record logger, which resulted in random values.

8

Extending Similarity Metric and MTL:. To extend our
techniques to a new domain, we need to (i) customize the
similarity metric (used for grouping) to the domain under
consideration, and (ii) modify the MTL formulation in eq. (5)
for this domain. In the cellular networks domain, our similarity metric was weighted by geographic distance between
base stations. However, geographic distance does not have
an effect here. From fig. 5, we notice that device model and
operating system also do not make much difference either.
Intuitively, the subset of apps common between the users
should provide better results. However, just that alone is not
enough as usage patterns vary across users with similar apps.
The Carat dataset provides enough information to determine
the number of times each app is active, which is roughly an
indicator of the usage pattern for the user. We use that to
derive usage similarity between users, uusaдe(A, B) , and utilize
that to form the similarity metric:

EXTENDING CELLSCOPE TO A NEW
DOMAIN

To show the generality of the techniques presented in this
paper, we now apply these techniques to a new domain:
energy anomaly detection in mobile phones [35]. We obtained
a dataset of measurements from approximately 800,000 users
obtained using the Carat app. The goal here is to suggest
actions to users that help improve their battery life. This can
be done by building a battery usage model for each user.
Data: The Carat app periodically collects a variety of data
from the mobile phone it is running on, including the phone
model, version of the operating system, the state of the battery, the CPU and memory utilization and the applications
that are running. We use these fields to build a ML model
that predicts the battery drain rate for a user. Using this
model, it is possible to point out potential application that
are responsible for an increased battery drain.

SFCell Scope = uusaдe(A, B) ×

k Õ
n
Õ

|ai j − bi j |

i=1 j=1

Latency-Accuracy Trade-off: For users signing up for
the Carat app, it is desirable to provide suggestions as soon
as possible. However, currently, it takes several weeks for
the app to collect enough data for a new user. Figure 5 shows
the results of building a model for suggesting apps that are
bugs for a particular user once enough data has been collected. It can be seen that a per-user model (denoted Local)
works the best, but at the cost of latency. The local model

The MTL formulation remains the same as in eq. (5), we
simply replace fs with per-user features fu .
We implemented a Mobile Energy Diagnosis module in
CellScope at the same level as the RAN Performance Analyzer in fig. 3 that uses our modified similarity metric and
MTL formulation. We then applied the grouping and learning to the measurement data we obtained to build a model
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for suggesting bugs to a new user. The results are shown
in fig. 6 which shows the accuracy of models built with (denoted CellScope) and without CellScope (denoted per-user)
starting from the day a user installs Carat. We see that on the
day of signing up, the accuracy of the model built without
using CellScope is unusable. This is intuitive, since only a
few samples have been sent by the new user’s device. Over
time, the user sends enough data and the accuracy improves.
However, it takes over a week for Carat to offer usable suggestions to a new user. In contrast, with CellScope, we are
able to build models that are immediately usable, and Carat
can begin offering suggestions on day 1.

9

in [9]. It uses KPIs as inputs to the model. [8] shows that
improving signal-to-noise ratio, decreasing load and reducing handovers in cellular networks can improve web quality
of experience by using ML to model the influence of radio
network characteristics on user experience metrics. Our previous work [26] proposed the use of simple, explainable ML
models towards the quest of automating RAN problem detection and diagnosis, and discussed several challenges in
leveraging ML. In this paper, we present techniques that can
solve the challenges in leveraging ML in many domains.
Multi-Task Learning. MTL builds on the idea that related tasks can learn from each other to achieve better statistical efficiency [10, 11, 17, 50]. Since the assumption of
task relatedness do not hold in many scenarios, techniques
to automatically cluster tasks have been explored in the
past [20, 30]. However, these techniques consider tasks as
black boxes and hence cannot leverage domain specific structure. CellScope proposes a hybrid offline-online MTL formulation on domain-specific grouping of tasks based on the
underlying performance characteristics.

RELATED WORK

Monitoring and Troubleshooting. Network monitoring
and troubleshooting has been an active area of research in
both wired networks [21, 28, 54] and wireless networks [3,
4, 13, 16]. These techniques do not employ machine learning
for troubleshooting. Systems targeting RAN [4, 16] typically
monitor aggregate KPIs and per-bearer records separately.
Their root cause analysis of KPI problems correlates with
aggregation air interface metrics such as SINR histograms
and configuration data. Because these systems rely on traditional database technologies, it is hard for them to provide
fine-grained prediction based on bearer models. Recent research [25] and commercial offerings [6] have looked at the
problem of scalable cellular network analytics by leveraging
big data frameworks. However, they do not support learning tasks. In contrast, CellScope focuses on scalable and
accurate application of machine learning in such domains.

10

CONCLUSION

The practicality of real-time mobile data analytics in many
domains is impeded by a fundamental trade-off between data
collection latency and analysis accuracy. In this paper, we
first exposed this trade-off using the domain of cellular networks RAN. We presented CellScope to resolve this tradeoff by applying a domain specific formulation of MTL. To
apply MTL effectively, CellScope proposed a novel PCA inspired similarity metric that groups data from geographically
nearby base stations sharing performance commonalities. Finally, it also incorporates a hybrid online-offline model for
efficient model updates. Our evaluations show significant
benefits. We have also used CellScope to analyze a live LTE
network, where it could offer significant reduction in troubleshooting efforts. We then explored the generality of our
techniques by applying them to a new domain, energy anomaly diagnosis in smartphones. We show that extending our
grouping and learning techniques to a new domain is easy
and effective. Thus we believe our proposals form a solid
framework for mitigating the effects of latency-accuracy
trade-off in real-time mobile data analytics systems.

Self-Organizing Networks (SON). The goal of SON [1]
is to make the network capable of self-configuration (e.g.
automatic neighbor list configuration) and self-optimization.
CellScope’s techniques can provide the necessary diagnostics capabilities for assisting SON.
Modeling and Diagnosis Techniques. Problem diagnosis in cellular networks has been explored extensively in the
literature in various forms [9, 23, 26, 34, 39, 49]. The focus
of these has either been detecting faults or finding the root
cause of failures. A vast majority of such techniques depend
on aggregate information and correlation based fault detection. [26] discusses the shortcomings of using aggregate
KPIs, and propose the use of fine-grained information. Some
studies have focused on understanding the interaction of
applications and cellular networks [24, 27, 38, 40, 52]. These
are largely orthogonal to our work.
Finally, some recent proposals leverage the use of ML for
specific tasks. In [49], the authors discuss the use of ML tools
in predicting impending call drops and its duration. A probabilistic system for auto-diagnosing faults in RAN is presented
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